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Model PAS16

16" Cord Electric

Economical, compact and lightweight the
Predator 16 goes where other auto scrubbers can’t!
You can cover more floor faster, finishing your stripping and
cleaning jobs in record time. This 16 inch Predator scrubs and
wet vacs all in one pass. The PAS16’s narrow width makes it
easy to use in more confining areas and it will effortlessly fit
through non-standard doors. The PAS16 has easy to operate
controls with a manual solution control. The convenient foot
operated squeegee lift and brush control is simple to use, and
the four-wheel design provides complete stability for climbing
ramps and inclines. The PAS16 also features Powr-Flite’s
Silent Run vacuum motor technology, letting you clean in busy
areas without disturbing workflow.
■
■
■
■
■

16" cleaning path that conforms to floor level
290 RPM pad speed
Bone-dry squeegee system
75 ft. 14/3 heavy-duty cord
Heavy-duty polyethylene housing and solution
tank on non-corrosive steel frame

Model PAS20DX

Control panel provides
variable control for solution
dispensing. Separate panel
switches control wet vacuum
and pad driver motors!

20" Battery Powered

New and improved, our most popular auto scrubber
surpasses the competition feature for feature!
The perfect size for medium to large size scrubbing jobs, the
PAS20DX will clean 20,000 square feet per hour with a 20
inch cleaning path that fits easily through doorways and into
tight spaces. Thick slurry is no match for the 3 stage suction
motor that vacuums up the waste much easier than most
automatic scrubbers. Maintenance is made simpler with easy
access to batteries, vacuum motors and tanks, and with lifetime lubrication on the differential motor. The PAS20DX battery operated scrubber provides a run time of up to 5 hours
for continuous scrubbing power.
■
■
■
■
■

New 70% larger capacity solution and recovery tanks
New 3 stage suction motor for super vacuum performance
New electronic motion control in forward and reverse
Separate motors for drive, vacuum, and brush
Durable and long lasting with non-corrosive steel frame

Direct motor drive.
Twin swivel casters,
turn on a dime!

Model PAS28DX

28" Battery Powered

Cut maintenance time in half with the feature packed
Predator 28...perfect for larger areas!
The 28 inch Predator has a remarkable 8 to 10 hours operating time. The PAS28DX is self-propelled with a direct drive
system, meaning effortless work for the operator. Just set
your solution rate and go–the machine does all the work in
one easy pass and leaves the floor completely clean and dry!
The conveniently positioned squeegee lift and brush controls
at the feet put down and pick up the squeegee and brush in
one easy step. The PAS28DX has exclusive safety control
features including a automatic electromedrxxxial brake brake
system and 10 speed variable drive to ensure the machine
operates at the rate you desire.
■ 28 inch cleaning path
■ Self-propelled drive system
■ Independent dual wheel drive in forward
and reverse
■ Dual motor brush operation
■ Long lasting natural squeegee blades
■

Model PAS28R

Exclusive safety control
features automatic brake
system and 10 speed
variable drive

28" Battery Powered Ride-On

Nothing beats the convenience of the Predator 28 ride-on model–the
most maneuverable and easy to operate ride-on in the industry!
44,800 square feet per hour. That is the work rating of the
Powr-Flite ride on PAS28R scrubber. The 28 inch cleaning
path cuts through the dirt fast. And with a 4 to 5 hour total run
time you can clean large areas without having to stop and
recharge. You can get in and out of tight areas easily with dual
wheel drive and swivel caster that turns on a dime. The narrow profile gets through doorways and cleans right up to the
edge of walls and displays. The PAS28R has three separate
motors for drive, vacuum and brush– each function works independently and at full power. With 10 speeds you have the flexibility for the easy jobs and the power for the tough ones!
■ Narrow profile fits easily through doorways
and allows perfect edge cleaning
■ 4-5 hour run time means you get the biggest
jobs done without recharging
■ Self-propelled with direct drive for easy
maneuverability
■ Simple control panel includes: key lock, emergency shut-off, brush pressure control, vacuum and squeegee control
■ Extra security with safety key lock

Simple easy to operate
control panel with
forward and
reverse drive.

Model PAS32DX

32" Battery Powered

Dramatically reduce labor costs with the efficient, cost-effective
Predator 32–big enough to handle any job!
Perfect for large warehouse jobs and large open areas, the
Predator 32 has 24 gallon recovery and solution tanks, so
you can clean non-stop without having to fill-up or empty
the tanks. With an operation time of up to 8 hours, you will
make more money in less time with half of the effort. The
PAS32DX features a variable electronically managed pad
pressure from 88 to 175 lbs., a keyed ignition for security
and a parking break for safety. The PAS32DX does the
work for you, getting the job done right the first time
through.
■ 32 inch cleaning path
■ Electronic controlled brush pressure
■ Independent dual transverse motor
for forward and reverse
■ Dual motor brush operation
■ 44" natural squeegee blades

Model PAS40R

Offset brush housing
design for up to the
wall cleaning.

40" Battery Powered Ride-On

The most demanding jobs demand the big
PAS40R - fully equipped to handle the biggest jobs!
The Powr-Flite PAS40R battery operated auto scrubber is
designed specifically for large areas and features the
convenience of ride-on comfort. Operators will be able to
clean larger areas with fewer breaks and with less
fatigue. The PAS40R is extremely simple to use and
maneuvers easily around corners and other obstructions.
The PAS40R provides the convenience of cleaning and
drying in one simple pass. The curved 46 inch squeegee
dries the floor even on tight turns. The PAS40R is built to
last, providing maximum life with low operating cost. The
rugged frame is made of 30/10 sheet steel with a polyethylene constructed housing. Safety features protect
against misuse and accidents.
■ 64,000 square feet per hour
cleaning ratio
■ 4-6 hours runtime
■ Twin vacuum motors
■ 46" curved squeegee
■ 64,000 square feet per hour

Easy to reach safety
features and controls.

Brush Speed

Brush Pressure

Brush Diameter

Cleaning Width

Recovery Tank Capacity

Solution Tank Capacity

Cleaning Sq. Ft. Per Hour

Model

1 hp-115V

290 RPM

50 lbs.

16 inches

16 inches

5.75 gallons

5.75 gallons

15,000

PAS16

24 volt

3/4 hp

225 RPM

90 lbs.

20 inches

20 inches

17 gallons

17 gallons

17,000 - 24,000

PAS20DX

24 volt

(2) 1/2 hp

225 RPM

110-155 lbs.

(2)14 inches

28 inches

20 gallons

20 gallons

27,000 - 44,000

PAS28DX

24 volt

(2) 1/2 hp

225 RPM

150 lbs.

(2)14 inches

28 inches

34 gallons

34 gallons

30,000 - 46,000

PAS28R

(2) 1/2 hp
24 volt

225 RPM

110-155 lbs.

(2)16 inches

32 inches

20 gallons

20 gallons

30,000 - 47,000

PAS32DX

(2) 3/4 hp
36 volt

225 RPM

220-440 lbs.

(2) 20 inches

40 inches

45 gallons

45 gallons

64,000

PAS40R

Model Specifications

Brush Motor
12.6 amp. max.

variable speed

46 inches

speed. lifetime lubucaxxx

3 stage by-pass,

45 inches
variable speed

3 stage 3/4 hp / 36 V

2 each, 1/2 hp

40.5 inches
speed. lifetime lubucaxxx

3/4 hp/24 V

71 cfm / 125 cfm

36 volt

40.5 inches

variable speed

3 stage, 3/4 hp/24 V

66 cfm (bypass)

4 - 6V - 240 amp hr.

deep cycle

29.5 inches

3/4 hp / 24 v

66 cfm (bypass)

4 - 6 V- 244 amp hr.

deep cycle

23" x 21" x 16"

26.5 inches

1.25 hp / 115V
66 cfm

4 - 6 V- 240 amp hr.

4 deep cycle , L305H,

21" x 16" x 16"

6 hours

Squeegee Width

8.0 amp. max- 96 cfm
2-12 volt

deep cycle

8 hours

4 - 6 hours

24 volt, direct drive, variable 36 volt

UL Listed (75 ft.)

160 A.h. deep cycle

60" x 30" x 40"
6 hours

6 - 8 hours

24 volt, direct drive, variable 24 volt

Supply Voltage
14/3 STW/A

14” x 13” x 9”

8 hours

6 - 10 hours

24 volt, direct drive

batteries not included

na

4 hrs

8 - 10 hours

na

Battery Storage Area
unlimited

5 hrs. w /160 A.h. bat

Traverse Motor

Continuous Run Time
unlimited

44” x 20” x 38”

Security, safety

60" x 30" x 40"

key locked

Security, safety

60" x 30" x 40"

10 yrs housing

Security, safety
key locked

60" x 30" x 40"

10 yrs housing

key locked

70" x 41" x 67"

Vacuum Motor

Operating Time

39” x 18” x 36”

Security, safety

key locked

10 yrs housing

1 year parts

3.0 hrs. w /120 A.h. bat
Dimensions

Rocker switched brush

key locked

10 yrs housing

1 year parts

880 lbs.

Weight

110 lbs.

1 year parts

10 yrs housing

250 lbs.

220 lbs.

1 year parts

350 lbs.

330 lbs.

Security, safety key locked

Operations Control

drive and vacuum

10 yrs housing

1 year parts

330 lbs.

980 lbs.

140 lbs

Warranty

1 year parts

450 lbs

350 lbs.

Shipping Weight
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